A new hypothesis of a structure of the Multiverse which is based on the theoretically and experimentally established assumption -the existence of hidden extra dimensions in our Universe -is suggested. The suggested hypothesis of the Multiverse, contrary to earlier hypotheses of the Multiverse which were mostly developing the principles of the string theory and many-world interpretation of quantum mechanics, ensues from principle to physical reality of imaginary and complex numbers. Therefore such Multiverse allows for its experimental verification and, most likely, really exists. The parallel Universes entering into it according to a principle of similarity of the Universes are governed by the same laws of physics, in they there are elementary particles, atoms and molecules, there are planets and stars, and even there are reasonable inhabitants who, possibly, already found ways of visit of Earth. Therefore inhabitants of Earth also can visit the adjacent parallel Universes through natural and artificial portals.
INTRODUCTION
The term Multiverse was suggested in 1895 by William James (1842 -1910) , an American philosopher psychologist, and put into practice by Michael John Moorcock (born 1939), a science fiction writer.
Hypotheses about Multiuniverse existence after science fiction writers also experts in cosmology and astronomy, philosophy and physics, other scientists recently began to offer. It turned out that descriptions of the Multiverse can be found even in some religions.
In science, the term is usually understood as a multitude of parallel universes the amount of which differs in various hypotheses, but most often is infinitely large. The most substantial hypotheses are described in (Lewis 1986; Linde 1990; Greene 1999; Deutsch 2002; Tegmark 2003; Ellis et al. 2004; Steinhardt and Turok 2009; Carr 2009; Lucash and Mikheyeva 2010; Greene 2011) . However in the physicist and cosmology their general fundamental lack -total absence of any possibility of experimental verification by detection of other parallel Universes (Conley et al. 2007; Ellis 2011 ) is marked. Neither our planet nor the Solar system, neither atoms nor molecules would exist without oscillations, nothing would exist. in some religions.
To give mathematic description of oscillation processes of any physical nature, differential equations are used. Processes in linear oscillation systems are described with linear differential equations, the solutions of which, as is well known, are a sum of two components -the so called forced and free components of response. They are found in a different way.
However, for the purpose of this report, we shall be interested only in the free component of response, which is often referred to as a transition process. In the case when a pulse action takes place, it is also referred to as shock oscillation. A well known example of shock oscillations is a tsunami. Thus, an unsolvable in terms of pure mathematics question on which of the two mutually exclusive ways of solving algebraic equations is correct, turned out to be solvable with the help of common sense and a reference to tsunami (Antonov 2010a; 2010b) .
In this respect, it is appropriate to recollect a saying by a prominent scientist, developer of operational calculus Oliver Heaviside (1850 -1925):
"Mathematics is an experimental science".
Other proofs of a physical reality of complex numbers (Antonov 1974; 2008; 2009; 2010c; 2011a) are published also. 
Explanation of results of mathematic experiment:
This circumstance is an indirect possibility to get evidence of the existence of the imaginary component of an oscillation process, since people do feel the real component.
Moreover, in the left part of formula (2) the exponent, as can be seen, contains the number
, which is complex frequency, and which is, as has been proven above, a physically real complex number.
Thus, the right side of formula (2) Finally, since concrete imaginary numbers are physically real, they must measure something. In other words, they must correspond to certain dimensions, which, according to the Euler formula, are supplementary to the dimensions measured with real numbers. However, as these measurements we don't see and in any way differently we do not feel, they in essence are hidden extra dimensions (Antonov 2011b; 2011c; 2011d) , similar in this respect to the hidden extra dimensions which are described in (Randall 2005) Nevertheless, regardless of which of the two experiments is correct, the current interpretation of the STR is erroneous, which was proven by other experiments (described above) performed before the
OPERA and ICARUS (memento tsunami).
It is interesting to note that, actually, this opinion is shared by some theoretical physicists (Fox et al. 1969; Camenzind et al. 1970; Bers et al. 1971; Recami et al. 2000; Liberati et al. 2002; Hill and Cox 2012) 
The
Multiverse, parallel Universes:
Acknowledgement of the existence of the tachyon Universe requires at least some basic principles of its structure to be explained (Antonov 2011g; . Let us assume that the fundamental principle is the similarity of the tachyon Universe of imaginary numbers and the tardyon Universe of real numbers,
i.e. let us suppose that tachyon Universe is governed by the same basic physical laws as our tardyon Universe, and, therefore, it has its own rational beings (who else can be the so called aliens?).
The tardyon, the tachyon and other Universes altogether form the Multiverse.
However, the Lorentz-Einstein formula (3), as well as other formulae describing relativistic effects in the STR, does not correspond to the adopted assumption of similarity of Universes. Indeed, the graph ( 
Formulae (3) and (4) 
where 0 n  for the tardyon Universe, and 1 n  for the tachyon Universe.
Other formulae of the STR which describe relativistic effects can be generalized in a similar way. (5) is given in Figure 4 . As is seen, for the structure of the Multiverse to be complete, two more particular cases corresponding to 2 n  and 3 n  must be added to the graph. They are described by the formulae
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where v is the local velocity for each Universe (but this velocity, for instance, for the tachyon Universe, measured, as in the OPERA experiment, from the conjugate tardyon Universe, will already be superluminal), since it is beyond the point of singularity c v  .
Further on, for 4 n  once again we get the law (2a), which corresponds to the tardyon Universe, and so on.
Thus, eventually, the Multiverse includes:  our tardyon Universe, corresponding to formula (3);  the tachyon Universe, corresponding to formula (4);  the tardyon Antiverse, corresponding to formula (6);  the tachyon Antiverse, corresponding to formual (7). Finally, we cannot rule out that in fact the Multiverse under consideration includes a larger amount of parallel universes the coexistence of which can be described with the help of hyper complex numbers (Kantor and Solodovnikov 1989) .
